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Beautiful autumn colors and good fishing spot

Matsukawa Gorge

MAP
3-1

Following snaky curves up a mountain road from Higashi 
Hachimantai to Matsukawa Spa, you can enjoy wonderful views of 
the gorge at all seasons. Especially in autumn red and yellow leaves 
cover the gorge. The temperature difference between night and day 
makes vivid autumn leaves. Walking along the Matsu River, you can 
see various flowers of the field in spring and summer. 

Matsukawa Gorge has a lot of good fishing spots. How about fishing 
for chars and brook trouts?

美しい景色のなかで川魚釣りに挑戦！�

There are buses from Morioka bus center to Matsukawa Onsen. Or 
you can get a bus for Hachimantai-chojo and get off at the Higashi 
Hachimantai kotsu center and then take a taxi. 

　　(　Hachimantai Royal Hotel)
 
　　(　Higashi Hachimantai Kotsu Center) 

about 90min. ¥990

about 90+15min.¥910+ ¥2,300

基本的にはバス。�
タクシーと組み合わせれば時間を短縮�Transportation

Shimokura
Skiing Field
下倉スキー場�
●�
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八幡平樹海ライン�
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Kyoun-so
峡雲荘�

"Shofu-so
 Iriguchi"
松楓荘入口�

To Mikaeri Pass
至見返峠�

To Matsukawa Geothermal Power Plant
至松川地熱発電所�

From Morioka Bus Center

Highlight
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Quiet spa resort between mountains

Matsukawa Spa Resort
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When you are a stay at Matsukawa spa,as it is not a long way to 
Hachimantai spa resort,various sporta facilities in the resort is avarilable,You 
can see the Matsukawa geothrmal power plant,fresh green leaves in spring 
and autumun leaves.You can enjoy climbing mountains in summer and 
skiing in winter.This area will appeal to you all the year round.

Dipping in the open-air bath, you can enjoy greens of the forest and the burble of the 
stream. The bath is made with rocks and presents a typical Japanese atmosphere. 
The water is milky-white. Once you go in, you don't want to leave the bath for a while. 

いろいろな種類の温泉に入ってみよう�

Almost the same way as to Matsukawa gorge.  Get off at the bus 
stop "Shofu-so Guchi" for Shofu-so, or "Matsukawa Onsen" for 
Matsukawa-so and Kyoun-so.

　　(　Matsukawa Onsen)
 
　　(　Higashi Hachimantai Kotsu Center)

about 110min.¥1,110

about 90+15min.¥910+¥2,600

それぞれの宿に近いバス停で下車、徒歩すぐ�Transportation

From Morioka Bus Center

Information
Accommodations / Kyoun-so phone:0195-78-
2256, Matsukawa-so phone:0195-78-2255, 
Shofu- so phone:0195-78-2245

Highlight

Kyoun-so●
峡雲荘�

The first geothermal power plant in Japan

Matsukawa Geothermal Power Plant
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Matsukawa geothermal power plant is one of the leading geothermal power plants in 
the world. The power plant supplies about 20 thousand kw. and emits only one-
tenth to one-hundredth of carbon dioxide comparing with thermal power generation. 
You will be surprised at the sound and volumes of steam from the cooling tower 
having a height of 46m with a 45m diameter. The steam is also used for dyeing and 
there is a geothermal dyeing institute in the neighborhood. If you make a reservation 
for a  lesson, you can dye handkerchiefs and other small articles. 

You will find a unique soap at the shop in the museum. Soap 
ingredients soak in a piece of wood and become a wooden soap. 
You will enjoy the fragrance of wood.

木なのにアワが出る不思議な石けん�

Almost the same way as to Matsukawa gorge.  Get off at the 
terminal.

　　(　Matsukawa Onsen) 
 
      (　Higashi Hachimantai Kotsu Center)

about 110min.+5min. ¥1,110

about 90min.+15min. ¥910+¥2,300

松川温泉から奥へ５分ほど歩く�Transportation
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Information
Reference / Matsukawa Geothermal Power 
Plant phone:0195-78-2231, Geothermal Dyeing 
Institute phone:0195-78-2451
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Adequate facilities for snowboarders and skiers with children

 Hachimantai Resort Skiing Field and Shimokura Skiing Field

MAP
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Hachimantai Resort, located on the northern slope of  Mt. Iwate, is very 
popular among snowboarders. Snowboard competitions are held every year 
and you can see the performance of professional snowboarders. There are 
lighting facilities for night skiing and a childcare room is available for skiers 
with children.
Shimokura is popular among skiers with children. The northern ridge of Mt. 
Shimokura keeps the wind off the course and you can ski comfortably.

How about joining the Snow Festival in Hachimantai on February 12 to 14? 
You can enjoy fireworks, skiing with a torch and a snowball fight. New 
model skis and snowboards are available free of charge in Shimokura. 

八幡平リゾートスキー場の雪まつり／下倉で新しいモデルに挑戦�

From Morioka bus center(via Morioka Sta.) to Hachimantai Resort 
Skiing Field and Shimokura Skiing Field. Special tickets(set and 
discount:e.g. bus + lift + meal) are available in winter(phone:019-
654-5811).

　　(　Hachimantai Resort Hotel)
 about 105min.¥990

冬にはリフト券などとセットでおトクなチケット発売�Transportation

HACHIMANTAI 
RESORT 
SKIING FIELD
八幡平リゾートスキー場�

　　　　  ●�

SHIMOKURA 
SKIING FIELD
下倉スキー場�
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●�

Hachimantai 
Resort Hotel
八幡平リゾートホテル�
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River
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To Higashi Hachimantai
 Kotsu Center
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To Trout 
Garden
至トラウト�
ガーデン�

"Shimokura Ski jo
Iriguchi"

下倉スキー場入口�

"Onsenkyou 
Guchi"
温泉郷口�

"Shimokura 
Ski Jo"
下倉スキー場�

From Morioka Bus Center

<Hachimantai Resort Skiing Field> 

　　(　Shimokura Ski Jo)
 about 105min.¥1,070

From Morioka Bus Center

<Shimokura Skiing Field>

Information
Reference / Hachimantai Resort Skiing Field 
phone:0195-78-2577, Shimokura Skiing Field 
phone:0195-78-3456

Highlight
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Good accommodations and all season sports facilities

Hachimantai Spa Resort
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Hachimantai Spa Resort, located at the entrance of Hachimantai, 
has golf courses, a swimming pool, skiing fields and tennis courts. 
Though its atmosphere is quite different from Matsukawa spa resort, 
you can enjoy the same recreations in both resorts. Hot springs 
come from the Matsukawa geothermal power plant and a variety of 
accommodations are available. 

There are various types of spas in this area, an open-air bath, a 
sauna and large bath. You can make friends with the local people in 
a public bath, “Mori-no-yu”. You are sure to find your favorite spa.

いろいろな種類の温泉に入ってみよう�

There are buses from Morioka bus center to Matsukawa Onsen and 
to Hachimantai Resort Hotel.

　　(　Hachimantai Onsenkyo)
 
　　(　Higashi Hachimantai Kotsu Center) 

about 110+5min.¥1,110

about 90+5min.¥910+¥700

宿泊場所に近いバス停を�
事前にチェックして�Transportation

From Morioka Bus Center

Information
Reference / Mori-no-yu  phone:0195-78-3611

Highlight
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Hachimantai Royal Hotel
八幡平ロイヤルホテル�
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